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The most common technological procedure is to preoxidize the metal according to eq. 1; the oxide is subsequently dissolved by the applied glassideally, just leaving one molecular layer which consummates the chemical The ratio in the latter term has to be sufficiently smaller than one for the term to overcome the positive AG 0 , i.e. basically afFeOL t and the pNa have to be less than one and a(Na 2 0) has to be larger than the numerator. The pressure of the Na vapor that is formed has to exceed the ambient pressure to form bubbles of Na vapor at the interface and escape; therefore this reaction is potentially more favorable in vacuum.
The a(Na"0) in the glass is dependent on the glass composition, i.e. the Table 1 . Using these values in Eq. 11, setting AG = 0, and assuming the oxide activities equal to 1, the values for pNa were calculated. These are seen (Table 1) This reaction can be monitored by measuring the weight change of the sessile drop assembly due to loss of Na; the percent of the total Na in the glass lost after 2 hrs at 1000°C in both furnaces is listed in- Table 1 . In addition, as indicated in Eqs. 6 and 11, a low value for a(MeO). t shou.. maice the reactions of Eqs. 4 and 10 more favorable. Therefore, the metals whose oxides have equilibrium p0~ values in between the pCL values in the two furnaces should have an increased reactivity in the "graphite furnace" due to the reduction of MeO and thus a decrease of a CteO)i n t below 1. An examination of Table 1 supports this prediction and also indicates an increase of reactivity with increase of stability of the metal oxides for equivalent experimental conditions Table 1 . Reactivity of sodium silicate glass with a number of metals. 
